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CONSCIENCE
A sound and light installation
by
PORTAL
In the Galleries February 13 - March 20
Hours 9am-5:30pm Mon-Fri
12-4pm Sat
Opens Friday February 13, 5pm-8pm

PORTAL presents CONSCIENCE
A sound and light installation of voices and faces, past and present that affected the conscience of artist Neil Salley. Hovering faces constantly return the viewer’s gaze as the collective resonance of voices is at once harmonious and dissonant, in flux, in search of meaning. Portal is a collaborative project between Neil Salley, Beth Burnett, and Robin Burnett.

Artist Talk Gallery Night March 18

The AS220 Project Space is a new gallery space at One Union Station, formerly the RI Foundation Gallery.

AS220 is funded in part by the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts & The Wallace Foundation & The Rhode Island Foundation